
TESTIMONIALS FOR TEMPE MORTUARY 

My family liked the idea of working with a locally owned business for my 

Mother's funeral. While Mom was in hospice (Hospice of the Valley is 

awesome), we did a little pre-planning which was helpful. 

 

Doug and the entire staff at Tempe Mortuary were very helpful and patient. 

Every detail was taken care of and wishes honored. The visitation and 

rosary was nice and Mom looked great. They took care of organizing the 

flowers, pictures and we also did a slide show. 

 

We often had questions and they were always helpful in answer any and all 

questions. The day of the funeral went just as expected, there was great 

coordination with the church and the cemetary. Tempe Mortuary made a tough 

time much easier. 

 

Tempe Mortuary is one of the few local, family owned and operated funeral 

homes in Arizona. They handled my husband's cremation, graveside service at 

the VA cemetery, and all of the paperwork (death certificate, medical 

examiner's services, etc). They are compassionate, caring and made this 

whole, stressful process bearable. 

 

There was no pressure to up-sell unwanted services. Fortunately, my husband 

had spelled out in detail how he wanted these issues handled, so that made 

the process much easier. I would highly recommend this business for the 

inevitable end-of-life issues we must all face one day. 

 

If it's good enough for Ladmo, it's good enough for my family. 

 

I can't say enough good things about Tempe Mortuary. Their staff is 

incredibly compassionate, sensitive, professional, and responsive. They made 

us feel like family and went above and beyond to support me in my time of 

grief. I can't thank them enough for what they've done for me and my family 

during such hard times but I hope this at least helps. 

 

I know this is kind of odd reviewing a Mortuary but I have to say Tempe 

Mortuary has been the most compassionate, caring place They have treated my 

family with such respect and love. Thank you for making this experience very 

easy on my family and caring for us. 


